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Figure 1: User-directed refinement and painting of details, with insets to show areas on which the user is operating. Live refinement is
possible with the “detail brush” (bottom) which allows the user to guide refinement using a paint interface. In all cases the user can change
refinement settings as needed and continue “painting” in an area or move on to a different area.

Abstract

niques

Visual effects pipelines typically require accurate set and environment geometry. However, the type and quality of data obtained on
set during production are typically outside the control of the postproduction visual effects crew. We present a photogrammetry system which is flexible with respect to input data, and with respect to
the specific needs of a shot. Geometry can be reconstructed from
a set of input images, which can include a combination of perspective images and spherical images. Direct geometry inputs (e.g. LIDAR scans or Kinect depth maps) can also be integrated into the
reconstruction. Alternatively, a pre-existing model can be refined
to conform to input imagery, preserving mesh topology if desired,
or adaptively re-meshed according to local detail. This process can
be guided interactively, to efficiently produce satisfactory geometry
though the form and quality of input data may vary.
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To pull off visual effects successfully, it is necessary to seamlessly
integrate the digital world with the real world. In many cases, this
integration relies on the availability of accurate geometry from the
real world. Camera tracking, using inferred or explicit set geometry is fundamental to putting digital elements in the same 3D space
as real elements, as if seen through the same camera. Set extensions and/or projections onto environment geometry enable digital
augmentation of the real environment. Matchmoving of real elements with accurate digital proxies is key to producing convincing
physical interactions between real and digital elements.
Various methods for acquiring set geometry offer different advantages and limitations. LIDAR [Okun and Zwerman 2010] offers
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precise, high-resolution data; however the time required to obtain a
scan is often more than the crew can set aside for acquiring set data.
Typically scan geometry will also require subsequent decimation
and re-topologizing to produce a mesh which efficiently represents
the required amount of detail. This process can be cumbersome on
large amounts of data, and has often formed a bottleneck in our own
experiences. Alternatively, a geometric mesh can be modeled from
scratch based on a set of survey measurements. This approach is
heavily dependent on the accuracy of such measurements, and is
poorly suited to natural structures such as rocks and trees. A mesh
which is accurate to begin with can be time-consuming to produce,
but inaccuracies tend to produce tracking errors at later stages; in
our experience this has resulted in wasted time and repeated work.

For much of the history of such 3D reconstruction applications, the
computation has run as an offline process. A landmark demonstration of what can be achieved with sufficient data and computation is
the Photo Tourism work of [Snavely et al. 2006]. Solutions such as
PMVS [Furukawa and Ponce 2007] have proven track records. The
cloud computing approach of commercial products such as [Autodesk 2013] can similarly be considered an offline approach.
In recent years, advances in computing power, GPU computing,
and capture devices have given rise to “live” reconstruction computations which run as data are being acquired. Such approaches can
benefit from use of a depth camera, such as in [Du et al. 2011; Izadi
et al. 2011; Chen et al. 2013]; or work purely based on photographic
imagery, as in [Newcombe and Davison 2010].

Recent technological advances have made it possible to reconstruct
geometry based on a series of photographs from different views,
e.g. [Snavely et al. 2006; Autodesk 2013]. A comprehensive set of
input photographs taken under careful conditions can yield accurate
results; but a haphazard input set can produce an inaccurate result.
The amount of manual correction work required in such circumstances can often take as much time and effort as a fully-manual
modeling approach.

A likewise compelling possibility of “live” reconstruction computation is interactive reconstruction. This can take the form of user
assistance or guidance, as in [Bastian et al. 2010; Debevec et al.
1996; PFTrack 2013; Enwaii 2013]. This is in stark contrast to fully
automatic solutions such as [Acute3D 2013]. However, putting the
entire process under the direction of the user achieves a level of
efficiency and flexibility for particularly challenging and varied applications. As such it is the goal of the work presented here.

Data obtained on set is typically rushed, as the cost of the interruption is apparent up-front; it is therefore an expense the production
will want to minimize. Unfortunately the expenses of visual effects
post-production are traditionally less obvious, and are rarely taken
into account. Therefore the visual effects crew often faces the challenge of making do with what they have been given, as efficiently
as possible, in order to remain cost-effective.

3

The exact combination of needed functionality can be highly variable. Consider the following example cases:
1. A mesh has been modeled with desired topology, but vertex
positions must be refined to conform to the geometry in input
photographs.

Even given adequate data for accurate computation, the reconstructed geometry will still require some degree of clean-up to be
useable in visual effects production. Therefore we have found it
more efficient to put the artist in the loop for a more coordinated
process.

2. A set of input photographs covers a large structure which
requires high-resolution detail, but only in certain areas on
which digital elements will be placed. A rough result is sufficient in other areas.

We introduce a directed photogrammetry system for reconstructing
geometry as efficiently as possible for various input data scenarios
and various downstream applications. Our solution can accommodate various forms of input data, in isolation or in combination.
Similarly it allows for different configurations of the process, depending on the specific requirements of the output geometry.

3. In addition to capturing an HDRI environment for lighting,
a second HDRI panorama was captured—from a center offset relative to the center of the original capture—to be used
for reconstructing rough geometry of the set. Additional conventional photographs were taken of areas which need more
accurate geometry.

Our system offers the following key contributions:

 A flexible pipeline with different options at each stage (and
stages which themselves are optional) to best meet the desired
downstream application given the nature of the input data.

Each of the above examples requires a somewhat different set of
operations. Our directed photogrammetry system is therefore designed as a set of optional modules. Pipeline stages are used as
needed for the specific application. At many stages, multiple alternate implementations exist depending on the specific task. For
example, the system provides both perspective and spherical projection camera models for use with different types of input photographs; and it allows for data from different inputs to be merged
downstream.

 The ability to combine data from sets of photographs (perspective projections and or spherical environment maps), geometry scans, etc. to improve the quality of the result.
 Interactive refinement and detailing to efficiently combine
user direction with computations on the input data to produce
a result tailored to the desired application in the least amount
of computation and/or manual modeling time.

The system is exposed through our “Voodoo” animation software,
such that interactive functionality of the system is built on top of
existing capabilities for user interaction in a 3D space.

We describe the design and components of the system, then demonstrate it in use in a variety of input data scenarios, including conventional perspective photographs, spherical environment-map-style
projections, Kinect depth maps, etc.

2

System Design

3.1

Pipeline Overview

The general set reconstruction pipeline is depicted in Fig. 2. It consists of the following modules which are described in further detail
in Section 4:

Related Work

The problem of geometric reconstruction from input imagery is one
which has been well-studied (see [Moons et al. 2010] for a survey), but continues to offer opportunities for new solutions and approaches.

1. Input images
2. Image correspondences: Sparse (and optionally, dense) correspondences between input photographs.
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Figure 2: Overview of the system: Flexible modules can be applied as needed from the pipeline stages best-suited to a specific combination
of inputs and desired output characteristics. The process is directed by the user, especially during the highly-interactive surface refinement
stage.

3. Camera recovery: Track of camera locations for input photographs based on sparse correspondences.

clude brief descriptions for completeness, but refer the reader to
previous work for additional details.

4. Surface creation: Point cloud construction from sparse correspondences, and/or depth map triangulation from dense correspondences.

4.1

Our system accepts two types of input photographs:

5. Surface merge: Merging multiple depth maps (and/or other
surfaces) into a single surface.

A sequence of still photographs, or
frames from a video, can be used with a conventional perspective
camera model. Cameras are calibrated via photographs of checkerboard grids to infer lens parameters and distortion. Images are then
“flattened” to remove distortion.
Perspective projection

6. Surface refinement: Refinement of surface geometry to fit
input imagery, with optional remeshing.
Some of the components of the pipeline are well established,
whereas others are the subject of active research and development
for recent and upcoming production use.

3.2

Input images

In modern visual effects practice it is typical to obtain on-set lighting reference in the form of an HDRI environment map [Debevec 1998; Okun and Zwerman 2010]. In this
work we construct an HDRI spherical panorama as follows:
Spherical panorama

User Interface

As the system is exposed through rich and full-featured animation
software which is used for a variety of workflows, there are multiple
ways the user can access the functionality described here. Regarding the main graphical interfaces to the modules of this pipeline, the
components fall into one of two categories:

1. Acquire 5-7 exposures per view.
2. Acquire 3 fisheye views with a 120 degree angle between
neighboring views (automated via a motorized tripod head).
3. Stitch views together using a combination of [Panorama Tools
2013] and custom software.

Camera recovery (Section 4.2) and
sparse correspondences (Section 4.1) are used in many workflows
at Rhythm & Hues; set reconstruction represents a very small fraction of their overall use. Therefore these components are exposed
through general tracking UIs. Then, from the photogrammetry
UI, one simply selects the relevant camera. This can be a camera tracked by the same user or a different user; and it can inhabit
the same Voodoo file or it can be a published asset to which the file
is subscribed.
General to many workflows

Our system can accept multiple spherical panorama images as input
data to reconstruct environment geometry. In our examples (such as
in Fig. 3, 7) the panorama images are acquired from centers spaced
27 cm apart.
In order to track the camera between
photographs we compute a set of sparse feature correspondences
between photographs. Depending on the type of input data
and application, we select a KLT-type tracker [Szeliski 2010], a
Shi-Tomasi-type tracker [Shi and Tomasi 1994], or a SIFT-type
tracker [Lowe 2004]. These sparse correspondences can also be
optionally used to build an initial point cloud of the geometry.
Image correspondences

We have grouped together surface creation (Section 4.3), merging (Section 4.4), and refinement
(Section 4.5) into a “photogrammetry” UI since they are fairly specific to the set reconstruction workflow. “Create”, “Refine”, and
“Detail” tabs expose common parameters and operations from these
modules. However in interactive use, one will typically interact
with many other UI components. For example, the falloff of the
“details brush” is not controlled via the photogrammetry UI, but by
a common UI for manipulating brush profile.
Specific to set reconstruction

All functionality is also exposed through Voodoo’s scripting API,
which means that custom interfaces can be built for more specialized but commonly-used workflows. In our experience, these custom UIs often inform improvements to the “official” UIs.

Optionally we can use dense correspondences between a pair of images to compute a depth map. Depending on the input data, we use
a GPU (CUDA) implementation of the Brox [2004] optical flow
method, a CPU implementation of the Bruhn [2005] optical flow
method, or a CPU implementation of the Slesareva [2005] optical
flow method. While we generally prefer the GPU optical flow implementation for performance reasons, it places an upper limit on
input resolution, as we are typically much more limited in GPU
memory capacity (1–4 GB) than in CPU memory capacity (8–32
GB).

4

4.2

Modules

In general the implementations of the modular components of our
system are based on established techniques; in this section we in-

Camera recovery

Our camera tracker relies on ordering of the input images, such
that consecutive images have similar camera positions and/or ori-
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perspective photographs

perspective photographs

point cloud

(MSCSRBF) as in [Ohtake et al. 2003]. An example1 surface interpolated this way from point cloud data is shown in Fig. 3. We have
also experimented with Poisson Surface Reconstruction [Kazhdan
et al. 2006] (Section 5.3). We have found that these two methods
have certain limitations in common: both methods rely on adequate
coverage of correspondences. If the point cloud is too sparse, then
the computed normals are not reliable, harming the reconstruction
result. On the other hand, it is possible to provide a “base surface”
prior to MSCSRBF. This can be used to achieve plausible interpolation across areas which were not visible in the input images, or
lacked texture.

surface

depth map

We can compute dense correspondences between a
pair of images by unconstrained optical flow, or the method of [Slesareva et al. 2005] which includes an epipolar constraint. In either
case we use recovered camera parameters to triangulate correspondences to form a depth map. (An example2 is shown in Fig. 3.)
We remove areas of the depth map with poor visibility in the given
views, based on the angle between surface normal and camera optical axis. Unfortunately, smoothness constraints required for stable
optical flow estimation tend to blur the disparity estimate across
boundaries, resulting in a characteristic error in the depth map at
depth discontinuities.
Depth Map

spherical panorama images

spherical projection depth map

Figure 3: Creation of initial surfaces from various input sources.
Top: a point cloud is constructed from a sequence of 46 photographs (5 shown) and interpolated to form a surface. Middle:
a perspective depth map is computed from a pair of photographs.
Bottom: a spherical depth map (shown as mesh geometry) is computed from a pair of panoramic HDRI maps. See video for additional input data.

4.4

In some cases we may have generated multiple surfaces using methods in Section 4.3; and/or we may have additional input surfaces
which we would like to merge.

entations. (This is the case for an image sequence from frames of
a video.) It uses sparse correspondences in consecutive pairs or
triples of frames to estimate fundamental matrices or trifocal tensors, respectively. These estimates are subsequently refined using
sparse bundle adjustment [Triggs et al. 2000] to accurately recover
the camera for each image.

For depth maps (from pairs of perspective photographs) we have
been using the method of [Curless and Levoy 1996] with sparse volume data structures. Depth samples are weighted based on proximity to image center; normal orientation relative to optical axis; and a
tracking quality metric, if available. The user can also mask out regions of input depth maps which should be ignored. This approach
works well for dense data, but is unable to fill large holes.

We perform this camera recovery in any scenario involving conventional perspective projection photographs. Tracking the camera establishes a consistent space in which 3D geometry is reconstructed.
The camera tracker is very mature technology, having seen 15 years
of development and use at Rhythm & Hues. It is a standard part of
the pipeline used for all shots. However, spherical panorama images are not yet supported directly in the camera tracker. For now,
the distance between panorama origins must be specified manually.
Automatic placement of spherical panoramas in the same 3D space
is a task for future development (Section 7).

4.3

Surface Merge

As a possible approach to handle sparse data and/or large holes, we
have experimented with the MSCSRBF and Poisson reconstruction
approaches (Section 4.3) for merging different types of surfaces,
e.g. LIDAR scans, point clouds, depth maps. These approaches
work well for high-quality, dense data. While these methods are
theoretically able to fill holes, we have found that unless the input surfaces are high-quality to begin with, the reconstructions are
unusable in practice. (See Sections 5.3 and 7.) Therefore, production uses of this module have exclusively relied on the [Curless and
Levoy 1996] volumetric method with dense depth map data.

Surface creation

An initial surface can be specified via an input mesh, or it can be
constructed from sparse or dense correspondences, depending on
the input data and desired application. If certain characteristics are
desired for mesh topology, then it may be preferable to start with
a manually modeled mesh. However, if a specific topology is not
required, then this module can quickly create the initial surface.

Note that this surface merge module is only typically relevant for
surfaces created by the surface creation module (Section 4.3) and/or
scans. This module is not appropriate for a manually-modeled
mesh, as the merge process generates an entirely new mesh.

4.5

If creating a surface from sparse correspondences,
we first estimate normals from the sparse 3D points according to
the method of [Hoppe et al. 1992]: We fit a plane to a region of
k neighbors around a given point, and use the plane normal as the
surface normal at the point. We then need to flip normals as necessary so that normals in continuous regions of the surface are consistently oriented outward. We propagate the local definition of exterior across neighborhoods using a minimum spanning tree, with
the additional constraint that normals should point toward the camera. We then interpolate the oriented point cloud into a continuous
surface using multiscale compactly-supported radial basis functions
Point Cloud

Surface Refinement

Once all input data has been merged into a single surface, the surface can be further refined, if desired, such that the geometry better
conforms to input photographs. Alternatively, a manually modeled
mesh can be provided as direct input to this module, and refined
to better conform to input photographs. The refinement process is
iterative, and does not place constraints on changes which might be
1 The input photographs are taken from the “dino” dataset of [Seitz et al.
2006].
2 The input photographs are taken from the “fountain-R25” dataset
of [Strecha et al. 2008].
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reference view

Note that our implementation operates on a mesh, whereas the implementation of [Newcombe and Davison 2010] operates on dense
depth images.
4.5.2

Manipulation of mesh geometry

If desired, the user can interactively modify the mesh geometry.
The updated geometry replaces the “current geometry estimate” for
the next iteration of automated refinement.
Furthermore, the user can specify which mesh vertices should be
updated during iterations of automated refinement, by specifying a
working set of vertices to act on, and/or by pinning specific vertices
in place.

synthetic view

4.5.3

iteration 1

In our implementation, mesh topology can be changed at any time
during the refinement process. (The only requirement is that certain
caches must be re-computed after any topological change.) Because
of this flexibility, we can re-mesh the geometry if desired during
refinement to adequately represent details, avoid degenerate triangles, etc. This also allows us to more robustly handle any issues
in the initial surface. Therefore it is appropriate to re-mesh during
refinement of a surface created by the modules in Section 4.3–4.4.
In fact, in the extreme case, it can be possible to start with a subdivided plane and conform it to a surface using refinement alone. Our
re-meshing implementation was adapted from [Botsch et al. 2007]
with a simpler “feature edge” criterion: specifically, an edge with
dihedral angle less than 45 . Our implementation only operates
on areas of the mesh which have deformed during refinement; and
it preserves any vertices which the user has pinned in place. Remeshing must be invoked manually, as typically the user wishes to
be in control over any changes to mesh topology.

iteration 2

Figure 4: Refinement iterations: surface refinement adjusts the geometry estimate such that the image from view “A”, projected onto
the geometry and rendered as a synthetic image from view “B”,
matches the true reference image from view “B”. Intermediates are
shown for the first two iterations of a refinement which converged
after four iterations. The synthetic view in iteration 1 (bottom left)
does not yet match the reference view (top). After the geometry estimate is updated, the synthetic view in interation 2 (bottom right)
more closely resembles the reference view in areas (such as the top
of the fountain) in which the estimate has nearly converged.

4.5.4

Painting of details

Perhaps the most valuable feature of the refinement module in practice has been the degree of user control. Therefore, for upcoming
productions we have implemented an optional “details brush” interface with which a user can “paint” refinement onto the geometry,
with more immediate feedback. The process is illustrated in Fig. 1.

introduced in between iterations. This enables significant flexibility in how the refinement process can be directed. It is therefore
used in nearly all our applications of this system, and has been in
successful production use for the past eight months.
4.5.1

Re-meshing

When the details brush is activated, a refinement iteration is computed, but the result is cached rather than applied directly to the
mesh. Instead, “painting” with the brush incrementally deforms the
mesh to approach the post-iteration cache. This deformation is applied locally under the brush, according to the brush weight, radius,
and profile. (Note that it also respects any specified working set
and/or pinned vertices.) The deformation can be “erased” by painting with the shift key pressed, which instead incrementally deforms
the mesh to approach the pre-iteration cache.

Refinement algorithm

The refinement algorithm is based on the method of [Newcombe
and Davison 2010]. The main steps at each iteration are:
1. Project image obtained from view “A” onto the current geometry estimate.
2. Render this projection from view “B”. (This is performed on
the graphics hardware.)

Changing refinement parameters, manually manipulating the mesh,
or clicking a “rebase” button replaces the pre-iteration cache with
the current deformation of the mesh. (At the same time, the preiteration state of the mesh is added to Voodoo’s Undo history.)
Upon the next stroke of the details brush, a new refinement iteration is performed to produce an updated post-iteration cache for
further detail painting. (The time it takes to compute a refinement
iteration depends on image resolution and GPU hardware. For three
views at 1536 x 1024 resolution on an NVidia GeForce GTX 680 it
takes approximately 2 s. In the future we wish to explore computing this locally as needed by the brush.) This way it is possible to
change parameters (pertaining, for example, to refinement resolution, smoothness, etc.) and continue to paint; this makes it convenient to handle cases where different areas respond best to different
settings.

3. Compute optical flow between this synthetic view “B” and the
true image obtained at view “B”. (This is performed using our
CUDA implementation of the Brox [2004] algorithm.)
4. Convert 2D optical flow field(s) to a 3D deformation field,
based on the current geometry estimate. (We taper off the
deformation field near the boundaries of the visible region of
the geometry.)
5. Update the current geometry estimate using the 3D deformation field.
These computations are visualized at selected iterations in Fig. 4.
Additional details can be found in [Newcombe and Davison 2010].
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spherical panoramas

geological data
created surface

scanned geometry

merged surface

Figure 7: Integration of multiple input sources: A pair of HDRI
spherical panoramas were used to create an initial surface (used
for lighting in Section 5.3.1). This surface was then merged with
scanned geometry to form this experimental result.

result

Figure 5: Geological data (left) and result of the surface refinement
stage of our technique (right) starting with a manuallly-modeled
mesh. See video for additional input views. (Courtesy of Legendary
Pictures.)

5.2

This demonstration illustrates several stages of the pipeline, on publicly available data. Sparse features were used to track the camera
(Section 4.2) across a sequence of 24 photographs. We computed
dense correspondences between two neighboring pairs of views to
obtain two depth maps (Section 4.3). One pair of views and depth
map is shown for the fountain example in Fig. 3. We merged the
depth maps (Section 4.4) with a mask applied to select only the region of interest. We then refined specific areas using the “details
brush” (Section 4.5) to produce the geometry shown in Fig. 6.

Figure 6: Final geometry for the depth map example from Fig. 3,
shown over the example views and in isolation. See video for additional views.

5.3

5

Integration of multiple input sources

This experiment was motivated by the desire to make the most out
of all types of data we may be able to get from on-set; to push the
boundaries of the system; and to inform future work. For this investigation, we obtained two HDRI panoramas of the environment
(a screening room), as well as a geometry scan of a small area. To
obtain the HDRI pair (Section 4.1) we obtained a first set of 15 photographs (5 exposures, 3 views) with the tripod head lowered; then
we raised the tripod head (27 cm) and took the second set. Each set
takes approximately 30 seconds to acquire, given the length of the
exposures and the speed of the motorized tripod head. To obtain the
geometry scan, we used Artec 3D scanning software [Artec 2013]
in conjunction with a Microsoft Kinect. The HDRI panorama pair
and geometry scan are shown in Fig. 7.

Results

As described in previous sections, the flexibility of our directed
photogrammetry system enables application to a variety of scenarios. In this section we highlight a few different use cases.

5.1

Surface creation and refinement

Refinement only

This production application of our system was motivated by the
need for an accurate geometry of a mountain peak, which would
then be augmented by digital elements. The initial approach was to
use publicly available geological survey data as the geometry of the
mountain range. While the resolution of the survey data was sufficient for the background (Fig. 5), it was inadequate for the foreground mountain peak.

The requirements that we set out for the reconstruction were that
from these three available inputs we could cover the entire room at
fairly low resolution—but sufficient for local lighting as discussed
in Section 5.3.1—and cover a small area of the room at higher resolution.

We used the surface refinement module (Section 4.5) of the system
presented here in order to conform a manually modeled mesh to the
mountain peak as photographed from multiple views in an aerial
fly-by. (See video for a section of the aerial footage.) The resulting
mesh is shown in Fig. 5.

We used dense correspondences between the panorama images
(Section 4.3) to compute a (spherical projection) depth map. The
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lighting was infinitely far away. (The environment lighting incident
on a surface varies only with angle, not with 3D position of the
surface.)
While this assumption is appropriate for illumination by the sky, it
is inadequate for lighting within the scene, particularly in an interior environment. However, capturing the second HDRI panorama
allowed us to reconstruct a geometry of the local environment, even
though it is fairly coarse. In Fig. 8 we compare the result of lighting three bunnies using the room (texture mapped with the projected
HDRI) compared to using the panorama alone. We performed this
test using our “Wren” renderer. For standard image-based-lighting
we provided an HDRI panorama alone as an environment light.
For local lighting, we provided the geometry reconstructed from
an HDRI panorama pair, with an HDRI panorama applied as a ka
(ambient) texture map.

lighting by panorama (distant)

As seen in Fig. 8, using the panorama alone produces identical
lighting on each bunny regardless of position in the room. Lighting
with the room environment produces results which vary with position in the room according to the lights (and light reflected off the
screen) in the original environment.
In the past we have dealt with local lighting scenarios such as
this by either mocking up rough geometry to texture-map with
the panorama, or by approximating the lighting with appropriately
placed area lights. However, the problem remains of obtaining a
representative reference for the 3D locations of light sources within
that space. In practice, geometry reference (such as expensive and
cumbersome LIDAR data) may be taken at a different time, when
lights have been moved around on set. When taking lighting reference, however, lights are (hopefully) in their proper places. Therefore simply taking a second HDRI panorama at that time can yield
a rough geometry reference, and therefore a 3D spatial context for
the set lighting.

lighting by room (local)

6

Figure 8: Local lighting: The lights in the room are local relative to the bunnies. Using HDRI-texture-mapped geometry—
reconstructed from a pair of HDRI panoramas—produces variation
in their appearance according to their placement in the room. Conventional environment lighting, in comparison, assumes that light
sources are infinitely far away.

6.1

Development

The development of this system was driven by two major concerns:
efficiency, and adaptability.
In this case, efficiency refers to both the input data required, and the
time and effort required to reconstruct geometry from those input
data. The ability to handle multiple types of inputs enables our
system to do more with fewer data. For example, instead of asking
for hundreds of photographs (or video frames) covering an entire
environment, we might instead ask for tens of photographs covering
certain areas which need detail, and a second HDRI panorama to
give us the rest. The latter request—to simply adjust the tripod
head and capture a second HDRI set—is much more likely to be
honored.

geometry is shown in Fig. 7. It covers the room, but is low resolution and fairly distorted.
We then aligned the geometry scan to the appropriate section of
the room environment, cut out the corresponding section from the
room environment, and attempted to merge the surfaces using our
MSCSRBF implementation (Section 4.4) to interpolate a continuous surface. Unfortunately our MSCSRBF implementation was
unable to scale to the density of the geometry scan. We attempted
the same process using a standalone Poisson reconstruction implementation [Kazhdan et al. 2006], to assess whether Poisson reconstruction could make a good addition to our system. The result is
shown in Fig. 7; it suggests that future work would be required in
several areas before such a use of the system could be effective in
production (see Section 7).
5.3.1

Discussion

Adaptability refers to both the input data and the output application:
how the reconstructed geometry needs to be used for the specific
shot(s). The flexibility of our directed photogrammetry system, and
the interactive aspects, came about out of necessity. Each use case
is unique. The development process has been driven by scenarios of
the form: “here’s what we’ve got; and here’s what we need.” While
a fully automatic one-button solution sounds attractive, our experience has been that we build such solutions, use them once, and
then discard them; subsequent use cases are too dramatically different for such a solution to be applicable. Therefore we changed
our approach, focusing our development efforts onto reusable modules which could form a flexible system. The long term goal with
this heavily interactive, user-directed pipeline is that it can grow to
handle more and more scenarios as we encounter them.

Local lighting

While the quality of the geometry shown in Fig. 7 may be inadequate for many scenarios, it could be substantially useful for lighting. Lighting with an HDRI panorama assumes that the captured
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6.2

Use

7.1

The overall system for set reconstruction has been in development
for the past year, and finding its way into production use over the
past eight months. Specific components, however, range from those
which have been in use for many years (such as the camera tracker),
to those which are new technologies in place for upcoming productions (such as the detail brush), to those which are the subject of
ongoing research (such as Section 5.3).

Currently we rely on prior knowledge of the relative translation and
rotation between the origins from which spherical panorama images
were obtained. However, if photographs have been taken of the
same space through a calibrated perspective camera, then sparse
correspondences between panorama and perspective images could
be used to place the spherical projection center in the 3D space
established using the perspective photographs.

We applied the system in production for two films on which R&H
recently completed work. These films may not have been the most
appropriate test cases for this system, as we received LIDAR data
for a majority of the environments. Still, there were some shots for
which we required a reconstruction of set geometry, but for which
a scan was not—or could not (as in Fig. 5)—be obtained. We tried
the system on approximately 50 shots, with successful results on
15–20 of those shots. As we expect to rely on this system more
frequently for upcoming projects—in which we do not anticipate as
much LIDAR data nor as much input regarding set data in general—
we wish to improve the robustness and versatility of the system as
well as our ability to identify good and bad candidates.

7.2

Depth discontinuities

When computing disparity maps between views, we currently use
general optical flow implementations which tend to blur boundaries
due to the smoothness constraint. This manifests as an artifact at
discontinuities in our recovered depth maps—a well-known problem. In the future we would like to explore more specialized alternatives in our depth map computation module.

7.3

The system proved most useful on outdoor shots, especially for obtaining geometric detail of hilly ground. These natural structures
would have required several days each to model manually. In certain shots, geometric details due to piles of leaves and moss on the
ground would have been entirely impractical to model manually,
but could be reconstructed in two days working with this system.

Geometry from panorama images

The spherical depth map obtained from a pair of HDRI panoramas
(Fig. 3, 7) exhibits significant distortion. Perhaps this can be improved by optical flow constraints more specialized to this task.
However, unless this distortion can be eliminated completely, it
poses a problem for merging said geometry with surfaces from LIDAR scans, perspective photographs, etc. Therefore we would like
to investigate non-rigid-registration approaches; perhaps distortion
could be removed by conforming the geometry to that obtained by
other measurements.

Typically we used plate footage (principal photography) as the input images, assuming there was camera movement during the shot
and therefore parallax information. (This also meant that we were
tracking this camera anyway, not just for set reconstruction.) The
next step was to try creating an initial surface from merged densecorrespondence depth-maps (Sections 4.3–4.4). When this worked,
it gave a nice detailed starting point for further refinement. However, our current implementation is fairly sensitive to parameter settings to best handle the input data. It can also be difficult to obtain a
clean result, requiring masking out of problem areas to avoid spikes
and other artifacts in the mesh. If it looked like it would take a
day or more of work to produce a clean artifact-free mesh with this
approach, then users would choose instead to manually model an
approximate—but clean—surface to use as a starting point for refinement.

Alternatively, if work on camera recovery (mentioned earlier in this
section) enables precise placement of panorama geometry in the
same 3D space as perspective cameras, we could apply our refinement module (Section 4.5) to make distorted geometry better fit to
perspective photographs.

7.4

Surface merge

The reconstruction methods we have explored thus far for merging
surfaces require very good data to begin with. The applicability
of this module is therefore limited. We wish to explore alternative
surface reconstruction approaches which may be better suited to
the context of this module in the system. For example, a method
which gives a more accurate result but exhibits artifacts requiring
manual clean-up would be less preferable to a method which gives
a less accurate result, if that result can be very quickly interactively
refined.

Interactive surface refinement (Section 4.5) proved more reliably
successful. It was also more popular with users, because it is controllable and fits in with other workflows. Unlike surface creation,
which requires starting over with a new surface—possibly multiple
times while tweaking parameters—refinement can be applied incrementally. (Furthermore, an incremental change can be undone,
and tried again with different parameters, without losing an intermediate result.) Refinement can be applied selectively in the areas
where it can provide the most benefit, without affecting areas where
it might do more harm than good.
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Given the importance of user control, we hope that the more closely
coupled interactive feedback offered by the newly-developed “details brush” will provide a more efficient interface by which to direct
refinement.

7

Camera recovery

Future Work

There are certain limitations we have already identified, which affect the quality of the result—or the efficiency with which a given
quality can be achieved—and the flexibility of the system.
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